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IREC’s Objectives for Working Group 2 

 

To take advantage of the Integration Capacity Analysis (ICA) tool to enable interconnection 

customers to: 

1. Identify a specific interconnection location on the ICA map (and/or spreadsheets) and be 

able to determine whether a project at that location will pass the fast track screens which 

can be assessed using the ICA; 

2. Be able to apply for interconnection via an online platform and receive “expedited” 

approval if the project proposed is “within the ICA”1 as shown on the map/data.  The 

process of receiving approval to interconnection should be expedited because, at a 

minimum, the primary screens requiring technical review no longer require 

individualized engineering assessment.  

3. Use the ICA information (i.e. the information about identified constraints) to proceed 

through Fast Track (and avoid going to detailed study) by proposing specific DER based 

mitigations that address the hosting capacity constraints identified  (i.e. propose 

curtailment or the use of energy storage to prevent discharge during certain hours of the 

year).   

4. Be able to interconnect up to the non-operational flex ICA amount using the expedited 

process noted above if they agree to curtailment or other restrictions that would be 

memorialized in the interconnection agreement.  

 

                                                 
1 For purposes of this document “within the ICA” means that a project is sized to be 

below the ICA limit identified for the line section it is proposed to connect to, OR it is sized 

above that limit but is proposing as part of its application DER mitigations which address the 

identified ICA constraints.  
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Primary Actions/Steps to Achieve those Goals 

 

• Determine whether all projects will be processed using the ICA, or whether the ICA will 

simply be treated as an option? While IREC is open to hearing different perspectives at this 

stage, we believe it should be a core part of the process for most projects that propose to be 

interconnected within the ICA.   

o Note, if the ICA is fully integrated, then will projects being proposed not within the ICA 

and without proposed mitigations still be able to go through the traditional Fast 

Track/Supplemental Review process?  I.e. can the utility determine that an 

interconnection can proceed through the Supplemental Review process if a project is not 

within the ICA? 

• Identify (1) how an application will be submitted and (2) what information will need to be 

provided with the application for a customer wishing to use the ICA  

• Determine whether there will be a separate track for “ICA projects” or if they will proceed 

under a modified Fast Track (IREC is inclined to use the existing Fast Track process at this 

time and will address steps below accordingly) 

• Determine the fee that will be required for projects applying within the ICA (E.2.c)2 

• Remove the Fast Track size eligibility limits for projects using the ICA (E.2.b.i) 

• Discuss and determine how projects that are within the unrestricted ICA, but violate the ICA 

for “operational flexibility” will be reviewed and whether specific language needs to be 

included in the applications and agreements to address this.   

• Discuss what operational agreements, communications, or other factors may need to be 

included or considered for projects proposing “mitigations”  or design details that maximize 

the use of the available capacity identified by the ICA.  What information needs to be 

provided in the application regarding these design details? 

• Address how projects who are applying within the ICA will be reviewed if any applications 

to interconnect in an electrically interrelated area are submitted and determined to be 

complete (i.e. are given an earlier queue number per section E.5.c) after the ICA was most 

recently updated and prior to the applicant submitting their request.  IREC expects this to be 

one of the most complicated and controversial parts of this process. 

o Additional aspects of this may include clarification on how the projects in the queue will 

be reflected or are taken into account in the ICA.  Note that just because a project is 

queued ahead does not necessarily mean the ICA will have changed, or that all of the 

capacity will have been taken. It also is not as simple as “there was 5 MW, a project 

ahead of me is 1 MW, thus there is 4 MW left”.   

                                                 
2 Note that the fee for NEM projects below 1 MW is determined through a process of 

tracking costs, is there a need to distinguish between projects under the ICA or not (IREC is not 

suggesting this is a high priority area and recognizes the additional administrative hassle this 

could entail).  
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• Evaluate Initial and Supplemental Review Screens and determine which screens are 

addressed directly by the ICA results and which may further be streamlined using software or 

other methods. 

o The ICA Working Group report found that the ICA results would be able to replace or 

make the determinations for screens F, G, M, N & O. An initial assessment of the screens 

and the discussion of them follows: 

Initial Review 

▪ Screen A: Networked Secondary – This is a screen that should be able to be 

addressed automatically through software as it just requires verification of whether 

the applicants POI is on a Networked Secondary System.  These networks should be 

clearly mapped and also be able to be indicated on an ICA map at some point.  

▪ Screen B: Certified Equipment – This is also something that requires verification but 

could be automated through software potentially, no engineering time should be 

required. 

▪ Screen C: Voltage Drop – This only applies to motoring generators and thus will be 

skipped by most DERs today. 

▪ Screen D: Transformer Rating – Since the secondaries were not included in the ICA 

this screen will still require verification for projects connecting to a secondary.  

Projects with a primary connection do not go through this screen however.  

▪ Screen E: Does the Single-Phase Generator Cause Unacceptable Imbalance – Since 

single-phase secondaries were not included in the ICA this screen will still require 

verification for projects connecting to a single phase secondary.  Projects with a 

connection to a three phase primary should not go through this screen however.  

▪ Screen F: Is the Short Circuit Current Contribution Ration w/in Acceptable Limits? – 

Per the WG report this screen should be addressed by the ICA.  

▪ Screen G: Is the Short Circuit Interrupting Capability Exceeded? – Per the WG report 

this screen should be addressed by the ICA.  

▪ Screen H:  Line Configuration – This screen was not directly addressed by the ICA 

but should be able to be addressed automatically through software/ manual 

verification if the information about wire configurations on the system is available.  

▪ Screen I: Will Power Be Exported Across the PCC? – This screen is not addressed by 

the ICA.  It is essentially a yes or no question based upon information provided in the 

application form, however, it likely requires utility verification (automatic or manual 

tbd) to make sure the facility correctly meets one of the non-export configurations.  

However, for purposes of expediting review it is not clear whether this question 

retains its importance in the review process if the ICA results are in place.  

▪ Screen J:  Is the Gross Rating of the Generating Facility 11 KVA or less? – This 

screen can be automated and is likely no longer relevant with the ICA in place. 

▪ Screen K:  Is the Generating Facility a NEM Generating Facility with nameplate 

capacity less than or equal to 500 kW? – This screen can be automated and is likely 

no longer relevant with the ICA in place.  
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▪ Screen L: Transmission Dependency and Transmission Stability Test – It is possible 

that this screen may be able to be automated.  We should have a thorough discussion 

of how this screen is really being used (if at all) and what information is required to 

apply it.  

▪ Screen M: Aggregate Generation ≤15% of Line Section Peak Load – This screen is 

addressed by the ICA. 

Supplemental Review 

▪ Screen N: Penetration Test (100% of Min. Load) – This screen is addressed by the 

ICA 

▪ Screen O:  Power Quality and Voltage Fluctuation – This screen is addressed by the 

ICA 

▪ Screen P: Safety and Reliability Test – This screen is not directly addressed by the 

ICA, however it is also used in Supplemental Review as a “catch all” that should only 

be applied when one of the earlier Initial Review screens is applied.  It may make 

sense to discuss how it will be used and structured with the ICA in place and what 

evaluation will be done under this screen.    

• Determine timelines for “Initial Review” of projects   

o Currently section F.2.a provides for 15 business days (BD) for Initial Review (i.e. the 

application of the screens).  As outlined above, this process should be able to be 

shortened since much of the engineering review time for inverter based non-motoring 

generators3 will have been eliminated by using the ICA results. The screens that are not 

addressed by the ICA can largely be processed in an automated fashion 

o An additional 15 BD is given to provide an applicant with an IA if they do not require 

upgrades.  Can this also be shortened or even combined with the step above?   

o For projects that do require upgrades, the cost estimate is provided within 15 BD.  

• Determine that role and purpose of Supplemental Review when the ICA is in place.  

o Do the screens (particularly screen P) need to be updated or revised?  

o What is the appropriate timeline for this review process?  It would be helpful for the 

utilities to discuss what sort of analysis they current see being done under this process 

once the ICA is in place to help determine whether the existing timelines are still 

appropriate. 

o Similarly, determine whether a $2,500 fee remains appropriate for this analysis.   

• Discuss whether there are any aspects of the detailed study process which can also be 

simplified or otherwise take advantage of the ICA information.   

• Revisit Section C – Definitions and identify whether new terms need to be added or others 

revised based upon the process changes identified through the discussions above.  

• Based upon the outcomes of the discussions above, revise applications and agreements to 

take into account the ICA and the project permutations that may arise from the resulting 

                                                 
3 Screen C requires engineering evaluation but only applies to “motoring” generators.   
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process integration.  This will require detailed discussions but IREC has not outlined these 

changes yet since they are so contingent upon the outcome of the discussion above. 

• Finally, per WG Report at 9, “develop a process to incorporate future enhancements to ICA 

which are developed in the DRP proceeding.” 

 

IREC understands that some parties are going to propose that a separate subgroup be created to 

address automation of the interconnection process.  IREC is not opposed to this suggestion, 

however, but it may make sense to carefully scope what aspects of “automation” are addressed 

by this subgroup if it proceeds.  As identified above, there will need to be an initial discussion 

about which screens are options for complete or partial software driven automation.  It may make 

sense to have these initial discussions with the whole group and then break discussions about 

how utilities will fund and execute the software and other aspects of this automation into a 

subgroup at a later date.   

 


